We propose a new approach to desalination of water whereby a pressure difference across a vapor-trapping nanopore induces selective transport of water by isothermal evaporation and condensation across the pore. Transport of water through a nanopore with saline water on one side and pure water on the other side under a pressure difference was theoretically analyzed under the rarefied gas assumption using a probabilistic framework that accounts for diffuse scattering from the pore walls as well as reflection from the menisci. The analysis revealed that in addition to salinity, temperature, and pressure difference, the nanopore aspect ratio and the probability of condensation of a water molecule incident on a meniscus from the vapor phase, known as the condensation coefficient, are key determinants of flux. The effect of condensation coefficient on mass flux becomes critical when the aspect ratio is small. However, the mass flux becomes independent of the condensation coefficient as the pore aspect ratio increases, converging to the Knudsen flux for long nanopores. For design of a nanopore membrane that can trap vapor, a minimum aspect ratio is derived for which coalescence of the two interfaces on either side of the nanopore remains energetically unfavorable. Based on this design criterion, the analysis suggests that mass flux in the range of 20-70 g / m 2 s may be feasible if the system is operated at temperatures in the range of 30-50°C. The proposed approach further decouples transport properties from material properties of the membrane, which opens the possibility of engineering membranes with appropriate materials that may lead to reverse osmosis membranes with improved flux, better selectivity, and high chlorine resistance.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasing demand and depleting resources of water have worsened the fresh water scarcity problem, and the number of people facing water shortage is expected to quadruple by 2025 . 1 The scarcity of fresh water is expected to become more serious in developing countries where many diseases and deaths are attributed to the poor quality of water, 2 and also in Middle East and North African countries that are suffering from lack of renewable fresh water. 2, 3 This water shortage problem will require development of effective technologies for desalination of brackish or sea water to meet the demands of agriculture and drinking water. Reverse osmosis ͑RO͒ is being increasingly adopted worldwide as an energy efficient technology for water purification. 4 Development of asymmetric membranes 5 and polyamide composite membranes prepared by interfacial polymerization 6, 7 have enabled RO to be competitive with thermal processes for large-scale desalination applications. RO is more economical in the aspect of energy cost compared to thermal processes that require more energy due to the latent heat of water. 2 Membrane-based RO has almost reached thermodynamic efficiencies for desalination 8 but RO membranes suffer from some persistent issues including fouling, scaling, and requirement of large membrane areas due to limited flux. 4 Polyamide, the most widely used selective RO membrane material, suffers from low tolerance to chlorine, making the membranes susceptible to biofouling. [9] [10] [11] Low rate of boron rejection of RO process is also an issue and conventional RO systems rarely satisfy the boron concentration level that World Health Organization guideline recommends. 12, 13 Furthermore, there is a trade-off between membrane area and efficiency due to the limited flux per unit area, and between selectivity and permeability, which is limited by material properties. 14 Further improvements in RO membranes that enable larger flux without compromising selectivity and have increased resistance to fouling are therefore needed. Advances in nanofluidics promise membranes with improved control over their nanostructure, better selectivity, or decreased viscous losses. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] For example, membranes incorporating carbon nanotubes that allow flow of water with low viscous loss are being developed for desalination of water. 15, 20 New nanofluidic transport mechanisms thus have the potential to make a significant impact on energy conversion and clean water technologies through development of better membranes. In the present study, we suggest a new type of RO membrane that uses vapor-phase transport through hydrophobic nanopores for desalination of water. We theoretically explore transport of water through the nanopore using a probabilistic model that incorporates rarefied gas dynamics, ballistic transport, and emission and reflection of water molecules at liquid-vapor interfaces. We study the effect of nanopore geometry, salinity, temperature, applied pressure, and interfacial reflection probability on the transa͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: karnik@mit.edu.
port of water molecules through the nanopore. We further estimate upper bounds on the performance characteristics of RO membranes that incorporate this mechanism.
II. CONCEPT OF RO MEMBRANE INCORPORATING VAPOR-TRAPPING NANOPORES
We propose a membrane that consists of hydrophobic nanopores that trap vapor by virtue of their hydrophobicity and small size, separating the saline feed water on one side and the desalinated permeate water on the other side ͑Fig. 1͒. Two water menisci are formed on either sides of the pore and mass transfer occurs only in the form of evaporation at one meniscus, transport of water vapor through the nanopore, and condensation at the other meniscus. The salt concentrations and pressures on either side of the nanopore as well as the temperature determine the equilibrium vapor pressure at each meniscus. If a pressure that exceeds the osmotic pressure is applied on the feed water ͑saline͒ side, a vapor pressure difference is generated across the nanopore, resulting in a net flux of water across the pore through evaporation at one interface and condensation at the other interface. Since transport occurs in the vapor phase, the process is selective and only allows water molecules to cross the nanopore. Furthermore, the nanopore is isothermal due to the small length scale and conduction through the nanopore wall material; thus, energy required for evaporation is immediately recovered by condensation.
Transport of water vapor across a vapor-trapping membrane with water on either side has been used for desalination in a technique known as direct contact membrane distillation. [21] [22] [23] However, this method relies on a temperature difference to drive transport of water, and is subject to high thermal losses. The present approach replaces the temperature difference by a pressure difference, thereby eliminating thermal losses.
Generally, gas transport in a pore occurs by four different mechanisms: Knudsen diffusion, molecular diffusion, viscous flow, and surface diffusion. 24, 25 The large osmotic pressure necessitates small pore diameters less than ϳ200 nm to prevent wetting. Since the mean free path for water vapor at 20-50°C is about 1 -5 m, we assume that vapor-phase transport through the pores occurs primarily by Knudsen diffusion. Studies of wetting properties of carbon nanotubes show sharp transitions between nonwetted and wetted states. 16, 26 In addition, the water vapor adsorption on pure hydrophobic surfaces such as silicalite-1 and beta zeolites is negligibly small. 27, 28 Membrane distillation which incorporates intrinsically hydrophobic porous membranes does not have severe wetting issues from water adsorption in the hydrophobic pores. Furthermore, adsorption of water molecules on hydrophobic surfaces is confined to hydrophilic defects; [29] [30] [31] adsorption on such a defect and subsequent emission of a molecule is equivalent to a scattering event from the wall. When hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces are patterned in close proximity, it has been shown that water vapor condenses on the hydrophilic patterned sites in preference to the hydrophobic ones. 30 Due to the small length scale of the nanopore, water vapor may be expected to condense on the menisci rather than on the pore surface. In this study, we therefore assume that transport of water through the nanopore by surface flow is negligible as compared to Knudsen diffusion. While Knudsen diffusion theory is known to be valid for the pore diameters down to 2 nm, 32 the classical Knudsen diffusion coefficient is defined only in the limit of an infinite pore length. The predicted Knudsen flux diverges to infinity as the pore length approaches zero; thus, calculation of flux in pores of finite length requires a different approach. Similarly, a model for transport through a hydrophobic pore must also consider the effects of the menisci.
We therefore developed a general model based on a transmission probability framework that accounts for finite nanopore length, rates of evaporation, and condensation, as well as reflection and condensation probabilities at the liquid-vapor interfaces ͑Fig. 2͒.
III. PROBABILITY OF TRANSMISSION OF WATER MOLECULES ACROSS A NANOPORE
Let A,B be defined as the probability that a molecule emitted ͑by evaporation͒ from meniscus A condenses at meniscus B. If the rates of evaporation at each meniscus are known, the net flux of water through the nanopore can be A,B can be further expressed in terms of two distinct probabilities: ͑a͒ , the probability with which a molecule that leaves one meniscus arrives at the other meniscus also known as the transmission probability and ͑b͒ , the condensation coefficient, which is the probability that a water molecule incident on the liquid-vapor meniscus condenses at the meniscus ͑Fig. 2͒.
To calculate A,B , we can consider all possible ways in which a molecule emitted from meniscus A finally condenses at either meniscus A or B ͑Fig. 3͒. A molecule which has evaporated from meniscus A is transported to the other meniscus B with transmission probability . This transmission probability includes the cases where that the molecule arrives at meniscus B after collision͑s͒ with the wall and without any collision with the pore wall. However, this molecule also can return to meniscus A with probability 1 − after scattering from the wall. We call the transport of a molecule leaving one meniscus and arriving at the other meniscus or back to the same meniscus ͓after scattering event͑s͒ from pore walls͔ as one cycle, i.e., after one cycle, the molecule will reach either meniscus A or B. This molecule will then condense with a probability on the meniscus it arrived at, or be reflected with a probability ␤͑=1 − ͒. If the molecule is reflected from the meniscus A or B, it will start its flight again from the meniscus it was reflected on. We define A n as the probability that a molecule emitted from meniscus A arrives back at meniscus A after n cycles, and B n as the probability that a molecule emitted from meniscus A arrives at meniscus B after n cycles. Therefore the probability that a molecule condenses on meniscus A after n cycles is ͑1 − ␤͒A n , and that on meniscus B is ͑1−␤͒B n . A molecule reflected from meniscus A with the probability ␤A n will start its n +1 th cycle flight toward meniscus B, and vice versa. As shown in Fig. 3 , if a molecule arrives at meniscus A at the n +1 th cycle, there are two paths that it could have taken after the n th cycle. The first path is that the molecule arrived at meniscus A and was reflected from it, and left meniscus A but was scattered from the wall, and finally reached meniscus A. The probability of this path is A n ␤͑1 − ͒. The second path is that the molecule reached meniscus B and was reflected, and transported back to meniscus A. The corresponding probability is B n ␤. Therefore, A n+1 can be obtained as
͑1͒
With similar reasoning, B n+1 is also calculated as
͑2͒
Then, the following relation can be obtained:
͑3͒
The probability A,A and A,B that a molecule that has evaporated from meniscus A finally condensates on meniscus A and B, respectively, can now be expressed as follows:
Then, it can be readily shown that A,A + A,B = 1. This simply means that molecules evaporated from a meniscus must eventually condense either on meniscus A or B. When we solve for A n , the following relation is obtained:
where ␣ = ␤͑1−2͒. Therefore, A n can be expressed as follows:
Then we can calculate A,A and A,B
Using the fact that ␤ =1− ͑by definition͒, we can write For example, in the diagram for A 2 , the molecule that leaves meniscus A can arrive at meniscus A ͑after scattering from the pore walls͒, be reflected from the meniscus A, and arrive again at A by a similar process ͑left͒, or the molecule emitted from A can reach meniscus B, be reflected from meniscus B, and arrive at meniscus A ͑right͒.
Alternatively, we can derive Eq. ͑10͒ by using a method analogous with that used in heat transfer by radiation ͑Ap-pendix A͒. For practically encountered contact angles up to 120°, we can neglect the effect of meniscus curvature on and assume the pore geometry to be cylindrical ͑see Appendix B͒. We further assume that the whole system is isothermal, which is a reasonable approximation even in the case of membrane materials with a relatively poor thermal conductivity ͑see Appendix C͒. With these assumptions, we can take advantage of the fact that the transmission probability in Eq. ͑10͒ is equivalent to the transmission probability across a pore of finite length. Transmission probability was first introduced by Clausing 33 to obtain pressure-driven flux of a rarefied gas through a pore of finite length. Here, we use the transmission probability as calculated by Berman 34 for a pore of finite length under the diffuse scattering assumption ͑Fig. 4͒. is a function only of the pore aspect ratio l / a with a maximum value of 1 occurring at zero pore length, corresponding to ballistic transport. decreases with increasing l / a and converges to 8 / 3͑l / a͒ for long pores, which is consistent with Knudsen diffusion.
The value of is difficult to predict and must be obtained empirically. Although a number of experiments have been carried out to evaluate for water, the literature indicates a large spread in its value ranging from 0.01 to 1. 35 Eames et al. 36 reviewed the literature and concluded that the condensation coefficient for water was likely to be between 0.5 and 1. Relatively earlier literature [37] [38] [39] evaluated the evaporation coefficient in the range 0.01-0.05 while more recent literature [40] [41] [42] suggested values greater than 0.5.
Bonacci 43 attributed the very low value of to the difficulties of accurate measurement of surface temperature. Following these arguments, the condensation ͑or evaporation͒ coefficient is assumed to range from 0.5 to 1.0 in the present study. In addition, it is also assumed that is independent of curvature of meniscus and salt concentration.
IV. RELATION BETWEEN MASS FLUX AND DRIVING PRESSURE
The rate of evaporation is related to the vapor pressure and probability of condensation . The rate of absorption of water molecules at the liquid-vapor interface is equal to the product of the rate of incidence and the probability of condensation, which, at equilibrium, must equal the rate of evaporation. For temperatures up to 50°C, the density of water vapor deviates from that predicted by kinetic theory of gases by less than 0.4%; we therefore use the kinetic gas theory to estimate the rate of incidence. This is known as the Hertz hypothesis, 36, 44 which gives the rate of gross evaporation per unit area at each meniscus as
Here, T s is the temperature of the interface, P vap,A͑B͒ is the equilibrium vapor pressure of water at meniscus A ͑or B͒ at temperature T s , R is the universal gas constant, and M is the molecular weight of water. Using Kelvin's equation 45 and Raoult's law, the equilibrium vapor pressures at each meniscus can be expressed in terms of the pressure drop across the menisci as follows
⌬P A͑B͒ is the pressure difference across the meniscus ͑⌬P A = P A − P pore ; ⌬P B = P B − P pore ͒, P vap 0 is the vapor pressure of water at temperature T s , V m is the molar volume of liquid water, and x w is the mole fraction of the feed water. For applied pressures less than 100 bar, P pore deviates only slightly from the equilibrium vapor pressure P vap 0 , since ⌬P A͑B͒ V m Ӷ RT s . Raoult's law is valid here since the activity coefficient of water in NaCl solution is unity ͑=1.000͒ for salt concentrations below 1 M. 46 At equilibrium, the pressure difference across the nanopore ⌬P = ⌬P A − ⌬P B is equal to the osmotic pressure. Increasing the pressure difference across the nanopore beyond the osmotic pressure results in P vap,A Ͼ P vap,B and net transport of water across the nanopore. The vapor pressure difference across the pore is a driving force to mass transport and given as
͑14͒
The osmotic pressure ⌬ for the NaCl concentration considered here ͑Ͻ1 M͒ can be obtained as FIG. 4 . Probability of transmission of a molecule across a cylindrical nanopore with length l and radius a ͓͑from Berman ͑Ref. 34͔͒.
Therefore, the above equation can be approximated as follows:
͑16͒
Since the second term in the parenthesis is much smaller than the first one, we finally obtain the following relation:
Knowing the rate of evaporation ͓Eqs. ͑13͒-͑15͔͒ and the probability A,B that a water molecule emitted by evaporation condenses on the other meniscus ͓Eq. ͑10͔͒, the net mass flux per unit area across the nanopore is given by
where ⌬P is the total pressure drop across the nanopore.
Seawater ͑or brackish water͒ is characterized in terms of total dissolved solids ͑TDS͒ ranging from 15 000 to 50 000 ppm ͑corresponding to 0.26 M to 0.90 M NaCl͒, with the TDS of standard seawater being 35 200 ppm ͑0.62 M NaCl solution͒. TDS for brackish water ranges from 1500 to 15 000 ͑0.026 M to 0.26 M NaCl solution͒. The corresponding osmotic pressure is about 13 to 44 bar for seawater and 1.3 to 13 bar for brackish water, although seawater with the same TDS as that of NaCl solution has a lower osmotic pressure due to presence of higher mass solutes. 4 RO plants for desalination of sea water typically operate at pressures ranging from around 55-80 bar. 
V. CHARACTERISTICS OF VAPOR-PHASE TRANSPORT THROUGH A NANOPORE
The theoretical maximum mass flux occurs when there is no resistance to transport across the nanopore, i.e., = =1.
Under these conditions, the rate of condensation is equal to the rate of incidence of water molecules at the meniscus, and the rate of evaporation is also maximized ͓see Eq. ͑11͔͒.
Molecules that evaporate at one meniscus undergo ballistic transport to the other meniscus, where they condense. The maximum flux per unit driving pressure ͑⌬P − ⌬͒ depends on the interface temperature and vapor pressure of water, and can be expressed as:
This maximum mass flux increases rapidly with temperature, closely following the increase in vapor pressure with temperature ͓Fig. 5͑a͔͒. As the vapor pressure increases with temperature, the modulation of the equilibrium vapor pressure due to application of external pressure across the nanopore also increases; in fact, Eqs. ͑12͒ and ͑13͒ show that the modulation is directly proportional to P vap 0 , the vapor pressure of water.
The ratio of the mass flux to the theoretical maximum mass flux equals A,B , which is determined by the pore aspect ratio l / a ͑directly related to ͒ and the condensation coefficient . Figure 5͑b͒ shows that A,B equals the transmission probability when = 1. This case corresponds to zero resistance to mass flux at the menisci so that all water molecules incident on the meniscus undergo condensation. = 1 corresponds to the case of a very short nanopore with ballistic transport, where A,B approaches 1 / ͑2−͒. In this case, A,B equals 1/2 for very small ; each molecule undergoes several reflections at the menisci, with equal chance of condensation at either meniscus. Thus, when Ͼ 0.5 ͑corre-sponding to l / a Ͻ 0.57͒, a smaller probability of condensation decreases A,B . When Ͻ 0.5 ͑corresponding to l / a Ͼ 0.57͒, a smaller probability of condensation actually increases A,B ͓Fig. 5͑c͔͒. While it may seem counterintuitive, it is easily seen that a molecule emitted from one meniscus has a high probability of returning to the original meniscus several times before reaching the other meniscus if the pore is long ͑small ͒. A small value of increases the probability of reflection from the original meniscus, thereby increasing the chance of reaching the other meniscus after undergoing multiple reflections at the original meniscus. Interestingly, = 0.5 corresponds to a pore aspect ratio ͑l / a͒ of 0.57, in which case has no effect on A,B . Figure 6 illustrates the effect of temperature, pore geometry, and condensation coefficient on the net mass flux per unit driving pressure. Figures 6͑a͒ and 6͑b͒ reveal that the mass flux monotonically decreases as the pore length is increased. For very short nanopores ͑ → 1͒, the flux is about threefold higher at = 1 as compared with = 0.5; since a higher directly increases not only the rate of evaporation ͓see Eq. ͑11͔͒ but also A,B by reducing mass transport resistance at menisci. In the case of sufficiently long pores, the net flux decreases inversely as l / a, which is consistent with Knudsen flux with a constant Knudsen diffusion coefficient. In all cases, it is seen that the flux increases with increasing temperature due to the increasing vapor pressure. Figures  6͑c͒ and 6͑d͒ show the effect of the condensation coefficient on the mass flux with T s and l / a as parameters. For small pore length, for instance l / a =5 ͑where = 0.23͒ as shown in Fig. 6͑c͒ , the mass flux increases with . At very small values of , the linear variation is due to the linear increase in the rate of evaporation as given by Eq. ͑11͒; A,B remains close to 0.5 since is small, as shown by Eq. ͑10͒. On the other hand, for long pores ͓l / a = 100 shown in Fig. 6͑d͔͒ , the mass flux rapidly increases with and then becomes independent of . For very small values of , the mass flux is directly proportional to , since a low value of brings A,B close to 0.5. Above a moderate value of , resistance due to reflection at the menisci becomes negligible and transport is governed only by the transmission probability . A close examination of Eq. ͑10͒ shows that A,B is inversely proportional to for small values of , and this effect is exactly offset by the increase in rate of evaporation with ͓Eq. ͑11͔͒. Thus, the mass flux becomes nearly independent of and for very long pores and converges to its value corresponding to = 1. Since approaches 8 / 3͑l / a͒ for long pores, the mass flux converges to
This expression is the same as that derived for Knudsen diffusion flux through a pore with pressures P vap,A and P vap,B at either end. It implies that for sufficiently long pores, the actual vapor pressure at the each meniscus is maintained close to the equilibrium vapor pressure according to the local condition of the meniscus, which is often assumed to be the boundary condition to analyze mass flux in membrane distillation. 23 From Eq. ͑10͒, the condition for this assumption to be valid is seen to be 2 Ӷ .
VI. CRITERIA FOR WETTING OF A HYDROPHOBIC NANOPORE
Implementation of the proposed technique for desalination will require appropriate choice of membranes with hydrophobic nanopores. The ability of the nanopores to resist wetting under a large applied pressure is critical for the operation of such a membrane. Several studies have examined the wetting and dewetting behavior of water in hydrophobic FIG. 6 . ͑Color online͒ Effect of pore aspect ratio l / a and condensation coefficient on the mass flux through the pore per unit driving pressure at different temperatures. ͑a͒ = 0.5; ͑b͒ = 1.0; ͑c͒ l / a = 5; and ͑d͒ l / a = 100.
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mesopores. [47] [48] [49] Using the Young-Laplace equation, the criterion that a pore of radius a resists wetting is
where ␥ lv is surface tension of the water and vapor interface, eq is the equilibrium contact angle, and ⌬P A is the pressure difference across the interface. This criterion has been found to be valid for pores as small as 2.6 nm in diameter. 47 For a contact angle of eq = 120°and a pressure difference ⌬P A = 50 bar, the critical pore diameter is 28 nm.
For a given pore radius, the aspect ratio l / a needs to be minimized to achieve a high mass flux. However, even if the pore radius satisfies Eq. ͑21͒, there is a critical aspect ratio below which wetting of the pore becomes energetically favorable, 49 which may lead to merging of the two interfaces depending on the actual kinetic barrier. This condition depends on the length of the nanopore and can be expressed in terms of the pore aspect ratio. For a given radius of pore and pressure difference that can sustain a meniscus the interface will settle at a certain contact point with an equilibrium contact angle where force equilibrium is also satisfied. The angle between tangential line of the interface and pore axis at the contact point is determined by mechanical equilibrium, and is generally different from equilibrium contact angle eq ͑see Fig. 7͒ . If the interface at the feed side moves in to fill the pore, PV work will be expended in forming new liquid-solid surface and a part of the work will be compensated by merging of the two liquid interfaces
where ␥ sl and ␥ sv are interfacial energies of solid-liquid and solid-vapor interfaces, respectively. V 0 , A w , A f , and A p denote the initial pore volume occupied by vapor and air, the areas of pore wall, menisci at feed, and permeate sides, respectively. ⌬E is the additional energy to induce the filling and therefore the filling would not occur spontaneously when ⌬E Ͼ 0. The PV work by applied pressure P applied moving interface then becomes
where P pore remains constant to keep saturation condition. Assuming spherical shape of meniscus, the above equation becomes
where V 0 , ⌬P A , R, and h are given as
.
͑28͒
Simplifying these equations, the criterion that satisfies ⌬E Ͼ 0 becomes
͑29͒
where cos =−a⌬P A / 2␥ lv and cos eq =−a max ⌬P A / 2␥ lv . For a given finite pore length, this criterion always gives a critical pore radius that is smaller than that calculated from the Young-Laplace criterion ͓Eq. ͑21͔͒. The wetting and dewetting behavior is not well-characterized for short hydrophobic pores bounded by menisci on either side. Thus, while it is possible that the Young-Laplace criterion is sufficient to prevent wetting, the thermodynamic criterion given by Eq. ͑29͒ is more conservative of the two. For example, for a contact angle of eq = 120°, pressure difference ⌬P A = 50 bar with NaCl of 0.62 M, and a pore radius of 5 nm, the minimum pore length that makes wetting energetically unfavorable is 15.2 nm. The minimum pore length at 20°C for different pore radii is given in Fig. 8 . Since the surface tension does not change significantly in the temperature range of 20-50°C ͑Table I͒, the minimum pore length is not significantly affected by temperature.
VII. MASS FLUX THROUGH A MEMBRANE INCORPORATING VAPOR-TRAPPING NANOPORES
For a given pore radius that is smaller than the critical pore radius according to the Young-Laplace criterion, Eq. ͑29͒ predicts a minimum pore length for wetting to be thermodynamically unfavorable. Using this conservative pore length, Fig. 9 depicts the mass flux ͓Eq. ͑18͔͒ through a membrane consisting of cylindrical pores with 40% porosity for different pore radii and driving pressures for a 0.62 M NaCl feedwater solution and a contact angle of 120°. For a given pressure drop, as the pore radius increases, the minimum aspect ratio ͑l / a͒ min also increases, so that, the trans- FIG. 7 . Detailed configuration of liquid-vapor interface at the feed side. eq denotes equilibrium contact angle satisfying Young-Laplace equation ͑␥ sl − ␥ sv + ␥ lv cos eq =0͒ and denotes the angle between a line tangential to interface and pore axis, which satisfies mechanical force equilibrium.
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mission probability and mass flux are decreased. It is seen that nanopores with diameters in the 5-10 nm range might be practical for implementing this approach of desalination. Similarly, the flux increases significantly if temperature is increased from 20-50°C, and moderately as increases from 0.5 to 1. The red region with zero flux indicates that the pore radius is too large to sustain the applied pressure without wetting the pores. Thus, the highest flux occurs for the smaller pores. In practice, the validity of Eq. ͑29͒ will have to be tested experimentally; it is entirely possible that shorter aspect ratios and therefore higher fluxes can be obtained even when wetting is thermodynamically favorable.
The predicted flux through the membrane is in the range of or larger than typical experimentally observed flux through current RO membranes. 50-52 Although we have not considered system-level issues such as concentration polarization and design of the membrane module, these results suggest that the proposed technique may be promising for desalination of water. For example, Fig. 9 indicates that the maximum flux that can be achieved for a 40% porous membrane at 50 bar driving pressure is approximately 18 g / m 2 s at 20°C and 70 g / m 2 s at 50°C. RO membrane literature reports flux in the range of 5 -22 g / m 2 s for composite polyamide membranes. [50] [51] [52] [53] Several different polymers and treatments have been explored for improving the selectivity, 6 ,54 flux, 55 resistance to chlorine, 56 and boron rejection; 12 however, there is a trade-off between these parameters and improvement of one aspect tends to adversely affect the other aspects. Commercial membranes typically yield fluxes based on nominal membrane area in the range of 7.7-10.6 g / m 2 s for driving pressures of 27 bar. 51 The theoretical results presented here suggest that membranes based 
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on hydrophobic nanopores are promising for improving the flux as compared to current RO membranes, especially if they are operated at temperatures that are modestly above room temperature. Moreover, the currently used RO membranes do not have adequate chemical resistance to chlorine, 4, 56 which is widely used as an industrial disinfectant to control biofouling. The inherent coupling between the permeability, selectivity, chlorine resistance, and boron rejection that confounds optimization of polymeric membranes is decoupled in the case of the present approach. It is then conceivable that chlorine-resistant hydrophobic materials can be found for the manufacture of the proposed nanoporous membranes for desalination of water. With advances in nanotechnology, several options including self-assembly [57] [58] [59] and nanofabrication 19, 60 are available to fabricate the proposed membranes. For example, such membranes may be fabricated by modifying a small length near the entrance of nanopores in alumina membranes 61, 62 with a hydrophobic coating. We recently realized such a membrane with short hydrophobic pores by evaporation of gold on alumina pores followed by modification using an alkanethiol self-assembled monolayer. The detailed fabrication procedure and the following flux measurements will be the subject of a future publication.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have proposed a new technique for desalination of water using pressure-driven transport through hydrophobic membranes. Pore diameters in the range of 10 nm are adequate to sustain the applied pressure for desalination of seawater. Theoretical analysis of transport through these membranes shows that the pore aspect ratio and the probability of condensation of water molecules incident on a meniscus are the key factors that determine the flux. The flux is largely governed by condensation coefficient for short pore while the flux becomes independent of the condensation coefficient and corresponds to Knudsen flux as the aspect ratio becomes larger. The nanopore aspect ratio over which merging of two interfaces is energetically unfavorable is utilized as a design condition for nanopore membrane. Based on this criterion and moderately elevated temperature, the analysis suggests that the proposed method has the potential to provide high flux membranes with the added advantage of decoupling the material properties from the transport properties, which may allow for the development of chlorineresistant and high boron rejection membranes. Further development of this technique may lead to improved membranes for desalination by RO.
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APPENDIX A: HEAT TRANSFER ANALOGY FOR CALCULATION OF TRANSPORT THROUGH THE NANOPORE
An alternative way to obtain the net mass flux is by using an analogy from radiation heat transfer. 63 As shown in Fig. 10 , the mass transport system can be modeled as three resistances in series due to reflection from the two menisci and scattering from the pore wall. Let S A͑B͒ be the maximum gross evaporation rate through meniscus A͑B͒. The actual rate of gross evaporation is S A͑B͒ . In addition, define G A͑B͒ as mass flux incident on meniscus A͑B͒, and J A͑B͒ as mass flux leaving meniscus A͑B͒ by emission and reflection. Then the mass flux ṁ net leaving meniscus A is given as:
where J A͑B͒ = S A͑B͒ + ͑1−͒G A͑B͒ from the above definition. For meniscus B, the above equation is applicable in the same way except that the sign of ṁ net reverses. ṁ net can be obtained as follows:
Therefore, the mass transfer resistance through the meniscus between S A͑B͒ and J A͑B͒ is ͑1−͒ / . In terms of incoming fluxes J A and J B at each meniscus, the net mass flux through the pore using transmission probability is given as
͑A3͒
Therefore, the resistance from the pore wall can be simply 1 / . Then the total resistance of this system is given as
͑A4͒
With the fluxes of mass source S A and S B , the net mass flux is obtained as
where S A͑B͒ = ͱ M / 2RT s P vap,A͑B͒ .
APPENDIX B: EFFECT OF MENISCUS CURVATURE ON THE TRANSMISSION PROBABILITY
The net mass flux may be affected by the meniscus curvature because the larger surface can emit a larger number of molecules and the scattering between the meniscus and the pore wall may be different compared with a flat meniscus. 
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pressures. Therefore includes the effect of variation in incidental rate and directions of molecules on the pore wall. When we use heat radiation analogy to calculate the mass flux, we employ view factors F's to obtain mass transport resistance across the pore instead of using . However, this approach assumes a certain mean pressure ͑it is analogous to assuming that an insulating surface is at a uniform temperature͒ along the entire length of the pore. This assumption is valid for short pores, but fails for longer pores. The heat transfer analogy can account for meniscus curvature using view factors, and we therefore compare the difference in transmission probability introduced by the curvature using the heat transfer analogy. Figure 11 shows three different mass transport resistance networks for small l / a corresponding to pores with flat and curved menisci. The first case corresponds to flat menisci and the exact transmission resistance obtained from . The second case corresponds to flat menisci and transmission resistance obtained using view factors from the heat transfer analogy. The third case corresponds to a curved meniscus on one side and transport resistances obtained using the heat transfer analogy. Assuming contact angle of 120°, the aspect ratio at which meniscus at feed side touches the other side is l / a = 0.27. At this pore length, the difference of mass flux between the case employing ͓Fig. 11͑a͔͒ and that using view factors ͓Fig. 11͑b͔͒ is less than 0.1%. The mass flux for curved meniscus configuration by using view factors ͓Fig. 11͑c͔͒ is about 3% larger than the former two cases for ranging from 0 to 1. The curved surface modestly increases the mass flux due to the increased emission surface area, but it is offset by the altered view factors. This tendency is similar when l / a = 0.81, where the mass flux is slightly increased ͑ϳ3.5%͒ compared to the case using with flat meniscus assumed.
When l / a becomes larger, for example, l / a Ͼ 3, the difference between the mass fluxes obtained by employing and view factors for flat surfaces becomes larger. However, the mass fluxes for the curved and flat surfaces by using view factors are still within 3%. Therefore it would be reasonable to conclude that the effect of the curved surface on mass flux is negligible to within 5%.
APPENDIX C: TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE ACROSS A MEMBRANE INCORPORATING VAPOR-TRAPPING NANOPORES
The membrane material and porosity are important considerations for minimizing the temperature difference across the membrane. Membrane porosity is defined as the void fraction of the whole membrane volume. Since the membrane considered here is assumed to have straight cylindrical pores, the porosity is the same as the ratio of total cross section area of pores to membrane surface area. Typically, commercial membrane porosity ranges from 20% to 60%. The mass flux through the pore will increase with porosity, but the temperature difference between feed and permeate sides will become larger due to the latent heat transfer by evaporation and condensation. Then the vapor pressure at feed side will, therefore, decrease and it will reduce the vapor transport. Conduction through the nonporous part on the membrane is needed for maintaining nearly isothermal conditions. When the heat transfer by evaporation and condensation is balanced by heat conduction through the membrane, we have
where A total and A pore are total membrane area and total area occupied by pores, respectively. ṁ is the mass flux per unit total area, which can be obtained from Eq. ͑18͒ and membrane porosity. h fg is latent heat of vaporization of water, k is the thermal conductivity of the membrane material, ⌬T is temperature difference across the membrane, and l denotes membrane thickness or the length of the pores. For example, the vapor pressure difference at 20°C across the membrane by applying 50 bar on the feed side is 35 Pa. Based on polytetrafluoroethylene membrane of thermal conductivity 64 of 0.27 W / m K as one possible material with 40% porosity, = 1.0, a = 5 nm, and l =20 nm ͑note that ͑l / a͒ min = 3.1͒, the mass flux is 5.4 g / m 2 s when the salt concentration is 0.62 M NaCl. The temperature difference obtained by balancing heat conduction and latent heat transport is 0.0016°C. This temperature difference reduces the vapor pressure difference by 0.7%. As another example, with a temperature of 50°C and the same pore radius, the vapor pressure difference induced by the latent heat transport decreases by 2.9% at l = 20 nm, 3.9% at l = 50 nm, 4.4% at l = 100 nm, and by 5.4% at l =5 m. Figure 12 shows the decrease in vapor pressure difference for temperature of 50°C and the same , salt concentration, and porosity as pore radius and length vary with an aspect ratio larger than ͑l / a͒ min . For a given pore length, the decrease is smaller with smaller pore radius due to lower flux. Therefore membranes with smaller pore size and length are more preferable. The maximum variation does not exceed 12.5% based on a thermal conductivity of 0.27 W / m K, and is correspondingly lower for membrane materials with higher thermal conductivities. In the present FIG. 11 . Resistance networks for estimating the effect of meniscus curvature on transmission probability using the radiation heat transfer analogy. A c , A w , A f , and A p denote the area of cross section of pore, pore wall, menisci at feed, and permeate sides, respectively. F cc and F cc and F cw indicate view factors between the two menisci, and from a meniscus to the pore wall, respectively, for flat interfaces. F fp , F fw , and F pw denote view factors from the meniscus on the feed side to that on the permeate side, from the meniscus on the feed side to the pore wall, and from the meniscus on the permeate side to the pore wall, respectively, assuming that the meniscus on the feed side is curved ͑maximum possible curvature at a contact angle of 120°͒ and that on the permeate side is flat. study, we therefore neglect the temperature gradient effect and assume isothermal transport. 
